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RSN’12 Protocol Description
Ruj S., Stojmenovic M., and Nayak A.† propose a protocol for reading and writing data stored in the cloud that we call RSN’12.
KDC
TA
1. Alice presents her identity to a Trust Authority (TA) ;
2. The TA registers Alice if she is eligible and gives her a token ;
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3. Alice presents the token to the Key Distribution Center (KDC) ;
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4. The KDC checks the validity of the token using TA’s public key, and sends the corresponding keys
for signing and decryption to Alice ;
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5. Then, Alice can read the files stored on the Cloud Service Provider (CSP) ;
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6. If Alice has the right, she can also write files on the CSP.
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CSP

Alice

Security Properties

Security Analysis

Confidentiality A secret stored message written by an honest writer is not deducible by an attacker without attribute secret ;
Authentication The signature of a writer is valid only if the attribute secret key comes from KDC, and only if the token to
generate the attribute secret key comes from the TA ;
Anonymity An adversary cannot distinguish whether a message comes from Alice or Bob ;
Unlinkability An adversary cannot distinguish the situation in which Alice stores a message m1 and Bob stores a message m2
from the situation in which Alice stores m2 and Bob stores m1.

Using ProVerif‡:
Properties Validity
Confidentiality
3
Authentication
3
Anonymity
3
Unlinkability
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Attack on the Unlinkability

Fixed Protocol

Step 1

Step 1

The attacker is a semihonest reader with
valid attribute secret
keys, who wants to
link the messages to a
writer.

Alice sends a first message.
Attacker reads and memorizes
all stored files.

CSP
Attacker knows that Alice sends a message.

CSP
Step 2

The CSP waits for an other writer sends a message before store the Alice’s message.
Step 2

Attacker listens the network and
waits for a message sent to CSP.

Bob sends an other message.
Alice writes a new file.

CSP
Attacker knows that Bob sends a message.

CSP
Step 3

Step 3
Attacker compares the current
files with the previous files.

Previous CSP

The CSP writes the incoming
messages on the files in nondeterministic way.

Current CSP

Then, the attacker deduces which file was sent by Alice.

Previous CSP

Current CSP
Then, the attacker cannot link messages and writers.
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